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1. Introduction. This paper is a study of metric-dependent dimension functions

for metric spaces. Let X be a metric space with metric p. We introduced in a pre-

vious paper [15] two dimension functions d1 and d2 of (X, p) which by definition

appear to depend on p. We showed however, that dx(X, p) = dim X (the covering

dimension of X). On the other hand d2 does depend on the particular metric p, and

there exists (X, p) with d2(X, p) < dim X.

Definition 1. The empty set 0 has d2 0 = -1. d2(X, p)^ni( (X, p) satisfies the

condition:

(D2) For any n +1 pairs of closed sets Cu , CJ ;... ; CB+i, C'n+i with p(Q, C[) > 0,

i= 1,...,« +1, there exist closed sets Bf,i= 1,..., n +1, such that (i) Bt separates Cf

and C[ for each i and (ii) Hf-i B%=0.

If d2(X, p)èn and the statement d2(X, p) ̂  n — 1 is false, we set d2(X, p)=n.

This definition stems from Eilenberg-Otto's characterization of dimension [3]:

A metric space Zhas dim XSn if and only if the following condition is satisfied:

(D2) For any n +1 pairs of closed sets C1,C'1;...;Cn+1,Cn + 1 with Clr\C'i= 0,

i = 1,..., n +1, there exist closed sets Bu i = 1,..., n +1, such that (i) Bt separates

C¡ and C,' for each i and (ii) Hf^i1 Bt=0.

This characterization of (covering) dimension is still true even when X is only a

normal space (cf. Hemmingsen [5, Theorem 6.1] or Morita [10, Theorem 3.1]). All

spaces considered in this paper are 7\. To clarify the situation of d2 we introduce

the following two apparently metric-dependent dimension functions which are

similar to d2.

Definition 2. First we set d3 0 = — 1. dz(X, p) ̂  n if (X, p) satisfies the condition :

(D3) For any finite number m of pairs of closed sets Clt C[;... ; Cm, C„ with

p(Ch C'i)>0, i= 1,..., m, there exist closed sets Bui=l,...,m, such that (i) j8¡

separates C4 and C[ for each i and (ii) the order of {Bt : i= 1,..., m}, ord {Bt}, is at

most n.

If d3(X, p)¿n and the statement d3(X, p)-¿n — \ is false, then we set d3(X, />)=«.

Definition 3. First we set dt 0 = -1. dt(X, p)ènii (X, p) satisfies the condition :

(D4) For any countable number of pairs of closed sets Clt C[; C2, C2;... with

p(Cu C,')>0, i=l,2,..., there exist closed sets Bu i =1,2,..., such that (i) Bt

separates C¡ and C,'for each / and (ii) ord {Bt : i= 1, 2, • • -} = n.
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If í/4(X, p)^n and the statement i/4(X, p) = « — 1 is false, then we set dt(X, p) = n.

Let (D3) (respectively (D4)) be the condition which is obtained from (D3) (resp.

from (D4)) when "p(Q, C0>0" is replaced by "C, r\ C't= 0 ". It is evident that

(D4) implies (D3), say (D4) -> (D3), and (Di,) -> (D'2). It is also true that (D4) -» (D3)

-+ (D2). Morita [10] proved that (D2) -> (D3) -> (D4) even when X is only a

normal space. Then it is natural to ask whether or not (D2) -»• (D3) -► (D4). The

answer is no for each implication. It will be shown that dt(X, p) = dim X for

any (X, p) (Theorem 2 below). Moreover we shall construct in this paper a space

(R, p) such that d2(R, p)—2, d3(R, p) = 3 and dt(R, p)=4. It is to be noticed

that (R, p) is topologically complete and p is totally bounded. Our dimension

functions are closely related to so-called metric dimension which is defined as

follows :

Definition 4. First we set p. dim 0 = — 1. p, dim (X, p) ̂  « if (X, p) satisfies the

condition :

(D0) There exists a sequence of open coverings ^( of X such that (i) ord ^¡ S n +1

for each / and (ii) mesh #, (=sup {p(U) : Ueffl,}) converges to zero.

If p. dim (X, p)ún and the statement p. dim (X, p)¿n — 1 is false, then we set

p.dim(X, p)=n.

Here we note that whether p. dim (X, p) = dim X or not had been a serious

problem in dimension theory and that the gap between p. dim and dim played an

important role when the study of dimension theory moved to general metric

spaces from separable metric spaces (cf. Sitnikov [19], Nagata [17], [18],Nagami [13],

Vopënka [22], Dowker-Hurewicz [2] and Katëtov [8]).

We prove that d3(X, p)^p- dim (X, p) for any (X, p) and that d3(X, p)=p. dim (X, p)

when p is totally bounded (Theorems 4 and 5 below). Thus the space (R, p) men-

tioned before offers an example such that d2(R, p) < p, dim (R, p) < dim R. Sitnikov

[19] was the first to construct a space (Y, p) such that p. dim (Y, p)<dim Y.

In every Cantor «-manifold (Kn, p), n ̂  3, we shall construct subspaces (Xn, p)

and ( Yn, p) such that

(i) dimArn=dim Yn^n — 1 and

(ii) d2(Xn, p)=p dim (Yn, p) = [n/2].

To prove dim Xn or dim Yn ̂  n — 1 we need the following theorem (Theorem

1 below) which is interesting in itself:

If At, i=l,2,..., are disjoint closed sets of Kn with dim At^n— 1 for every i,

then dim (Kn-\J At)^n-l.

Sitnikov [20] proved that dim(Kn-\J A^n-l if Kn=In (n-cube) without the

condition dim A^n — l and with At^In for i= 1, 2,.... Then it is natural to ask

whether our present theorem for Kn is still true without any hypothesis on dim Au

and with A{^Kn for i = l, 2, — We give a negative answer for this question.

(See Figure 2.)

We give for each n^2 a metric space Z„ which allows equivalent metrics pm,

m = [(n+1)/2], [(« +1)/2] + !,...,«, such that d2(Zn, Pm)=p. dim (Zn, Pm)=m. This
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space not only illustrates the dependence of p. dim and d2 on the metric but plays

a role in the construction of our final example R which is mentioned above.

The final section lists four unsolved problems.

2. Dimension of the complement of a disjoint collection of sets.

Lemma 1. Let X be a hereditarily normal space and Y a subset of X with

dim (X— Y) < n. Then for any n pairs of disjoint closed sets ofX, Clt C[ ;... ; Cn, C'n,

there exist closed sets of X, Blt..., Bn, such that f] 5(<= Y and Bt separates Ct and

C[ for each i.

Proof. Let Du D\;...; Dn, D'n be open sets of Xsuch that C¡<= D¡, C'%<=■ D[ and

D¡ n D\= 0 for each /. By Hemmingsen [5, Theorem 6.1] or Morita [10, Theorem

3.1] there exist relatively open sets Uly..., Unof X— Y such that

(i) Dt-YcU^Ut- Y^(X-D[)- Y, i=l,...,«,

(ii) DiUi-U^Y.
If we set Gi = Ci u [/", and Äi = Ci' u ((X- Y)-Ut), then G, n Ht*=Gt n Ht= 0.

By the hereditary normality of X there exists an open set Vt of X such that

Gi^Vi^Vi^X-Hi. Set J5i=F,-Fi. Then Bt, i=l,...,n, satisfy the required

condition.

Lemma 2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let H and K be disjoint closed

sets of X such that no connected set meets both H and K. Then there exist disjoint

open sets Hx and Kx such that i/<=#1; K<=Ki and Hx U ATj = X.

This can be proved by a method analogous to the one in Moore [9, Theorem 44,

p. 15] with the consideration of Hocking-Young [6, Theorem 2-9, p. 44].

Lemma 3. A connected compact Hausdorff space cannot be decomposed into a

countably infinite or finite (but more than one) union of disjoint closed subsets.

This can be proved by a method analogous to the one in Moore [9, Theorem 56,

p. 23] with the aid of Lemma 2.

Definition 5. Let X be a normal space. A system of pairs Cu C[;...; Cn, C'n

is called a defining system of X if (i) Cf and C[ are disjoint closed sets of X for each

i and (ii) for arbitrary closed sets Bh i—\,...,n, separating C, and C{ we have

C\Bi*0.

Lemma 4. Let Xbea compact Hausdorff space, Fa closed set of X and fa mapping

(continuous transformation) of F into the (n—l)-sphere Sn_1. Consider Sn~x as the

surface of the n-cube In = {(xu ..., xn) : -1 = xt = 1}. Let Cu Ci ;... ; Cn, Cñ be n

pairs of opposite faces of In defined by.

Q = {(xu . ..,*»): xt = -1},       C,' = {(*!, ...,xn):xi = 1},

i=l,...,». // the system f^lf-^);... ;f-\Cn),f-\C'n) is not defining,

then f has an extension f*: X-*- S"~1.
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Proof. Let Blt...,Bn be closed sets of X such that B¡ separates/~1(Cf) and

/_1(Ci) for every i and such that P) -B¡= 0. By Morita [10, Lemma 1.2] we can

assume that every Bt is a G6. Letf(x) = (f1(x),.. .,fn(x)), where each/ is a mapping

into [-1, 1]. Let g,: X-+ [-1, 1] be an extension of /,|/-1(C,) u/^ÎC,') such

that gt(x) = 0 if and only if x e B¡ and such that \gi(x)\ = 1 if and only if x e/_1(C()

u/"^Ci). Let g(x) = (gi(x),..., gn(x)). Then g is a mapping of X into 7n and

g(F) c 5n "1. If x e F, thenf(x) and g(x) cannot be a pair of opposite points on Sn ~1.

Hence / is homotopic to g\F. Let p be the original point (0,..., 0) of 7". Then

/? £ gW- Let r: 7n— p -> Sn_1 be a retraction. Then rg maps A' into S1""1. By the

same argument as in Hurewicz-Wallman [7, Chapter VI], / has an extension /*

over X whose values are still in Sn_1.

Theorem 1. Let X be a compact hereditarily normal space with dim X=n, »isïl,

and Ai, A2, ■ • ■ be a sequence of disjoint closed sets of X such that dim AK ̂ n — 1 for

each i. Then

dim (A"-U 4) ^ «-I-

Proof. First step. Since dim X=n there exist by Morita [10, Theorem 5.1] a

closed set F of X, a mapping/of F into 5n~1 and a closed set T=> F such that (i)/

cannot be extended over Y and (ii) if Z is any proper closed subset of Twith F<=Z,

then / is extendable over Z. We may even assume that Y is actually a Cantor

«-manifold (cf. Hurewicz-Wallman [7, pp. 99-100]). Since dim (Y-\J A()^n-l

implies dim (X— [J At) ̂  n -1, we assume hereafter A' is 7 itself with the above

minimal property.

Second step. Since dim AiSn — l, there exists a mapping /': Fu Ai -> S"-1

with/'|F=/ Since S"-1 is a neighborhood extensor for normal spaces by Hanner

[4, Theorem 13.2], there exist an open set Ux with U^Fkj Ai and a mapping

/1 : i/i -*■ S"1 ~1 with /i IF u /li =/'. Continuing such procedure, we have a sequence

of open sets t/1; U2,- ■ ■ and a sequence of mappings /: Ut -*■ S71-1 such that (i)

Fu ((J/si ^i)c #i and t7(<= Ui+1, for every f and (ii)/ is an extension of/-! for

every i, where /0 =/.

Define g: \J Ut -> S''1"1 in such a way that g|i7i=/ for each i. Then g is an

extension of/over \J Ut. Let <p: A'-»- [0, 1] be a mapping such that

(i) <p(x) = 0 if and only if x $ (J Uu

(ii) <p(x) = lifxeF,

(iii) rj4«={A: : (p(x) > 2"'}c (7j + 1 for everv /.

Consider S"-1 as the surface of the solid n-ball 7" of radius 1 whose center is the

origin p. We define h: A"-> 7n as follows:

(i) *(*)=/> ifx*U Ci.
(ii) A(x) = (p(x)g(x) if x e (J £/,, where g(x) is considered as a vector from p to

Then h is continuous and h\F=f Moreover h~1(p) n (U At)= 0, which will

be a meaningful fact later.
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Third step. Here we reconsider that 7n is the «-cube expressed as

{(*!, ...,xn):-l^xl = l,i=l,...,n}

whose surface is S1"-1 and whose origin (0,..., 0) is p. Consider the solid pyramid

P in 7n whose base is B={(Xi,..., xn) : xn= — 1} and whose apex is p. The n — 1

pairs of opposite sides of P may be denoted by (St,Tt), i= 1,..., n-1, where St

is spanned by

SI = {(Xi, ...,xn):Xi = xn= -1}

and p, and Tt is spanned by

77 = {(Xi, ...,xn):xt = l,xn=-l}

and />. Then

Q = A-K-SY)-«-1^),   C,' = h-\Ti)-h-\p),       i=\,..., n-\,

are n — 1 pairs of disjoint closed sets of A"' = X— h ~ \p). Figure 1 will help us to

treat the situation.

Figure 1

Fourth step. Assume that dim (A"— (J At) < n — 1. Then

dim (X-((\J A{) u h-\p))) < n-l,

since h~\p) is a G6. By Lemma 1 there exist closed sets Bt of X—h~\p), / = 1,...,

n — 1, such that (i) 5( separates C( and C[ for each / and (ii)

(Q5()n(A--LU)= 0-

The latter condition implies 77= H?= î1^ c U^i- Let us consider the compact set

77 U h~x(p) and the two disjoint subsets Hr\h~x(B) and h~\p). Suppose that

77 n h~\B)j= 0 and there exists a connected closed set K<=Hu h~\p) such that
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Kr\Hr\h~l(B)ï 0 and A_1(/>) n K¥= 0. Then for some i, KnAt¿ 0. Since

K^h'^p) u Ax u A2 u • • •, we have a contradiction by Lemma 3.

Fifth step. By Lemma 2 we can now conclude that there exist disjoint compact

sets Hi and H2 such that (i) Hx u H2=h~\B) uifu A_1(/>), (ii) h~\p)^Hx and

(iii) h~\B)<^H2, whether i/n h~\B)= 0 or not. Hence there exists a closed set

_ß„ of X separating A"l(p) and h_1(B) without touching H. Let c be a number with

0<c<l, ßc the intersection of P and the hyperplane {(xu ..., xn) : xn= — c], Pc

the intersection of P and {(xlt..., xn) : xnS — c} and Rc the surface of Pc. Then

there exists a number b with 0 < b < 1 such that

h-\P-Pb)^Bn= 0.

If we confine our attention to the set h~\Pb), there are closed sets

B1nh-i(PD),...,Bnr>h-1(Pb)

which separate pairs

A-^nP»), h-1(T1nPb);...;h-1(Sn-1nPb), h-Hf-i r» /»»);

A-mA-KÔ,),

respectively. Denote this system of pairs by a. Since

i=i i=i

a is not defining. Then by Lemma 4 there exists a mapping kx: h~\Pb) -*■ Rb such

that k1\h-1(Rb)=h\h-1(Rb). Let k: X-+In be a mapping such that

(i) k\X-h-\Pb)=h\X-h~\Pb),

(ii) A|A-1(A) = A1.
Let s be an inner point of Pb and r a retraction of /"—{s} onto Su~l. Then

rA: Jf-> S"-1 is an extension of/ a contradiction. Thus we have dim (X— (J At)

^ n — l and the proof is completed.

Corollary 1 (Sitnikov [20]). Let n^l. Let At, i =1,2,..., be a disjoint

sequence of closed sets of In at least two of which are not empty. Then

dim(Jn-LM) = n-l.

Proof. Let S""1 be the surface of In={(xu . ..,xn) : -l]Sx,ál, / = 1,..., n}.

Let/: S1""1 -»■ 5n_1 be the identity mapping. Since it is impossible that /n-5n_1

is contained in one A¡, we have one of the following two cases :

(i) There exists i such that (/"-S"1-1)- At¿ 0 and A^S"'1 for any j+i.

(ii) There exist i and y with i^j such that

(/n_ ^n-i) nAtJt= 0    and   (/"-S""1) n ,4, ^ 0.
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The first case yields dim(7"-|J A,)=n. If the second case happens, then there

exists a number e with 0 < e < 1 such that

7£n = {(*!,..., x») : |*i| ú e, i = 1,..., n}

meets A{ and A¡. Then by Lemma 3 there exists a point q in 7£n - IJ At. Then we

can apply the same argument on/and q as in the proof of Theorem 1 and we get

dim(7n-U^()^n-L

Corollary 2. Let X be a connected metric space such that every point has a

neighborhoodhomeomorphic to In, n¡tl. Let Aui=\,2,..., be a disjoint sequence

of closed sets of X at least two of which are not empty. Then

dim(A--IJ^i) ^ n-L

Proof. Consider a closed covering {Fa} of X such that each Fa is homeomorphic

to 7n. If each Fa is contained in some Au then each At has to be open, which contra-

dicts the fact that X is connected. Hence (i) there exists Fa which meets at least

two of the Ai's, (ii) there exists Fe such that Fsc\Aii=0, Fb—A^0 and

Fg n A¡= 0 for j^i, or (iii) there exists Fy such that Fy n At= 0 for every i.

The first case yields dim(X—\J A¡)^dim(Fa-\J A^n-\. The second case

yields dim (X- \J At) = dim (Fß - At) ̂  n -1. The third case yields dim (X- {J At)

= dimFvtn-l.

Figure 2 gives a Cantor 2-manifold X such that a proposition for X analogous

to Corollary 1 fails. In fact dimAr=2, yet dim(X—{jAtj)=0 since X-{J Atj

is a subset of the Cantor discontinuum.

Figure 2
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3. Relations among the various functions.

Lemma 5 (Morita [10, Theorem 3.4]). Let X be a normal space with dim X^n.

Then X satisfies the condition (D4).

Lemma 6. If a metric space X has a o-locally finite open base 'W such that

ord{U-U : Ue<%}^n, then dim X-¿n. (W is called o-locally finite if <% can be

decomposed into a countable number of locally finite subcollections.)

This is a slight modification of Morita [12, Theorem 8.7].

Theorem 2. dim X=dt(X, p)for any (X, p).

Proof. By Lemma 5 dim X^dt(X, p). To prove dim X¿¡d^X, p) assume

di(X, p) = n. Let us show the existence of such °U as in Lemma 6. By Stone [21]

there exists an open base T^=Ut" i ^ °f X, ^¡={K '■ «e A4}, t=l, 2,..., such

that each ^ is discrete. "?[ is called discrete if Vt = {fa : a e A¡} is a locally finite

disjoint collection. Set F, = IJ {Va : a e A,}, i= 1, 2,..., and

Fti = {x : p(x, X- Vt) £ l/j},      y=l,2,....

Then by d±(X, p)ún there exist open sets Utj, i,j=l,2,..., such that

(i) F¡=> {/¡y=> U^pFij for each i andj and

(ii) 0Td{Uti-Uti :i,j= 1,2, ••■}*»■

Set

%i = {VanUij:aeAl}.

Then %i} is discrete and hence locally finite. <2f=[J™y=1 <%if is an open base for X

such that ord {U— U : U&°U}^n. Hence by Lemma 6 we have dim X^n and the

theorem is proved.

Lemma 7. If{Fa} is a locally finite closed collection of a paracompact Hausdorff

space, then there exists an open collection {Ga} such that (i) Ga => Fa for each a and

(ii)oTd{Fa} = OTd{Ga}.

This can easily be seen with the aid of Morita [11, Theorem 1.3].

Theorem 3 (Katëtov [8]). dim Xfi2p dim (X, p) for any (X, />).

Proof. Suppose p dim (X, p) - n. Let ^i = {Ua : a e AJ, i = l,2,..., be a

sequence of open coverings of X such that

(i) mesh i&',<2~i for each i and

(ii) ord Wi^n+l for each i.

By an easy observation we can assume that each  %{ is locally finite. Let

@ = {GU ..., Gm} be an arbitrary finite open covering of X. Set

A = U {{x : fix, X-G,) > 2-f + 1} :j = 1.m),       i =1,2,....

Then (i) Dj, c D1 <= D2 c D2 <=■ D3 ■ ■ ■, (ii) each A is open and (iii) U™= i A - X. Let
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&\ = {Fa : a e A,} be a closed covering of X such that Fa<= ua for each a e A,. Set

A; = {a : Fa n Ä = 0},

^ = I-Uft:«eA;}.

Then W^ is an open set with D^W^W^D^i for every /. Since every point of

Wt — Wi is contained in some Fae&\ with a e A'(, ord {Fa n (ÍFj — JF¡) : a £ A',} ̂  «.

(This type of argument comes from Morita [10, Theorem 3.3].) Since

{Fa : a e Aj — A',} covers Wt — Wt, there exists by Lemma 7 an open collection

r¡={Va : a e Aj- A'J of X such that

(i) Fa n (ÍFj— Wt)<= Va^(Di + i-Di) n £/a for each aeA¡-A¡ and

(ii) ord {Va : ae A¡ — A'J ^ n.

Then ^ refines â?. Moreover Ve-f¡, V e "T,, i^j, imply V n K' = 0. We set

•#? = {^ n (Wi-W, _J : a e AJ,   where »^ = 0.

Then He3%, H' e ^, /// imply 77 n 77' = 0. If we set

•** = (iÜ1JÍ?)u(t01^)'

then it is easy to see that Jif is an open covering of X such that (i) 3tf refines a?

and (ii) ord #P = 2n +1. Thus we have dim A"=2/i and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 4. d3(X, p)^p dim (X, p)for any (X, p).

Proof. Suppose p. dim (X, p) = n. Let d, C[;- ■ ■ ; Cm, C'm be a finite number of

pairs of closed sets of A" such that there exists a positive number e such that

p(Ci, C[)>e for each i. By p. dim (X, p)^n there exists a locally finite open cover-

ing °U={Ua : ae A} of X such that (i) ord *^« +1 and (ii) mesh ^<e/2. Let

#r = {Fa : a e A} be a locally finite closed covering of A" such that Fa<^Ua for each

a g A. Set

A' = {a : Fa n d = 0},

1T= I-U{F„:«eA'},

Bi = W- W.

Then Bx separates Cx and CÍ and

% = {Ua:ae A-A'} u {£/a-5i : a e A'}

is an open covering of X such that

(i) <%i refines <%,

(ii) *|A'-51 = ^1|A'-51,

(iii) ord (x, tfti) = ord (x, %) — \ for each xefij, where ord (x, ^) is the order

of <%i at x.
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This can be verified by the same argument as in the proof of the previous

theorem. Continuing this procedure, we get closed sets Bt, i=2,...,m, separating

C( and C[ respectively and open coverings <^2,.. .,%m such that

(i) ^i + 1 refines #, for i== 1.m — 1,

(ii) <%i | X- B{ = *¡ _ ! | X- Bt for each i,

(iii) ord (x, Wi) = ord (x, <^¡ _ x) — 1 for each x e Bh i=2,..., m.

If x e Bh n ■ • • n Bin +t, /j < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < in+1, then

1 g ord(x,^in + 1) ^ otd(jc,^41.,)-l

g ord(*,*J-l Ú ord(x,^i„_1)-2

^ •• • g ord (x, «^J-n Ú ord (x, ^)-(« + l).

Thus we have ord (x, ^l) ä n + 2, a contradiction. We have therefore

ord {B¡ : / = 1,..., m} ^ n,

and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 5. d3(X, p)=p dim (A", p) for a totally bounded metric space (X, p).

Proof. Suppose that d3(X, p)ún. For an arbitrary positive number e there exists

a finite set of points xit..., xm such that

{U, = Ss(xd : i = l,..., m}

covers A". Set

Vt = S2e(x¡),       i = l,..., m.

Then there exist open sets Wu ..., Wm such that

(i) Ut <= Wi c Wi c V{ for each i,

(ii) Bl = Wi— Wi separates X— V¡ and Ut for each i,

(iii) ord {B¡ : i= 1,..., m} ̂ n.

By Lemma 7 there exist open sets G1(..., Gm of X such that (i) B^G^ vt for

each i and (ii) ord {G(} ̂ n. Set

#7 = {^il= wi,wi2 = x-Wt},
m

r = A *T = {^ii, n • • • n fF^ : iu..., im = 1,2}.

Since

mm m      _

n wl2 = n (*-^o = a-- u ^ = A--A- = 0,
i = l i = l i = l

iF refines {W^,..., Wm} and hence ^ refines {Vu ..., Vm}. Moreover

m

\J{W: WeW} = A-- (j ^i

and ord #" g 1. If we set
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then 'S is an open covering of X such that (i) mesh ^ á 4e and (ii) ord $ ^ n +1.

Thus we have p dim (X, p)^n. If we combine d3(X, p)^p dim (X, p) just proved

with Theorem 4, we get d3(X, p) = p dim (X, p) and the theorem is proved.

Since d2(X, p) ̂  d3(X, p) ̂  dá(X, p) are trivially true, we have now d2 s= d3

S p dim S di = dim ̂  2p dim, symbolically.

Remark 1. When (X, p) is locally compact, all of these dimension functions

coincide with each other, of course. On the other hand there exists a space (X, p)

which is not locally compact at any point yet d2(X, p) = d3(X, p) = p dim (X, p)

= dim X. Let us consider I3 = {(xx, x2, x3) : 0 ̂  x¡ ̂  1, / = 1,2, 3}. Let p he a metric of

I3. Set5={(xi, x2, x3) : ^=0}. Let C be the set of all points in/3 whose coordinates

are all rational. If we set X= B\J C, then (X, p) satisfies the condition as follows :

2 = d2(B, p) g d2(X, p) ̂  d3(X, p) g p. dim (X, P) g dim X= 2.

Remark 2. It is to be noticed that even if (X, p) is any metric space, (i) dim X= 1

implies d2(X, p) = l and (ii) d2(X, p) = 0 implies dim X=0 (see Nagami-Roberts

[15]).

4. Spaces (Xn, p) with d2 = [n/2] and dim ä « — 1.

Lemma 8. Let Fu F2,... be a sequence of closed sets of a metric space X with

dim Fi = nl. Let Cu C[;... ; Cm, Cm be m disjoint pairs of closed sets of X. Then

there exist closed sets Bu ..., Bm such that

(i) for each i Bi separates Ct and C¡,

(ii) for each j and for each sequence 1 = ix < ia <•••</, _ min {n +1, m),

dim (Bh rv ■■r\BitnFj) g «y-í.

See Morita [12, Theorem 9.1].

Construction of (Xn, p). Let (A^n, p) be a Cantor n-manifold with «^3. Put

m=[n/2] + l. By compactness of Kn there exists a sequence of /w disjoint pairs of

closed sets of Kn, say Cn, CÚ;... ; Clm, C'lm : C21, CáiJ...; C2m, C2ffl : ..., such

that for any m disjoint pairs of closed sets Clt CÍ;...; Cm, Cm there exists i with

Cy<= C¡y and Cy <=■ C'ij for j = 1,..., m. By Lemma 8 there exist closed sets Bllt...,

Blm such that

(i) for each / Bu separates Cu and C'u,

(ii) dim Bx g n - m where Bx = Hy"= i Ay

By repeated application of Lemma 8 there exist closed sets B21,..., B2m such that

(i) for each / B2i separates C2i and C'2i,

(ii) dimB2^n—m where B2 = f]f=1B2j,

(iii) B1nB2=0.

Continuing such process we get finally a sequence of closed sets Bw i=l,2,...,

j=l,...,m, which have the following property:

(i) Bu separates Cw and C,', for each i and /

(ii) dimBi^n-m for »=1,2,..., where Bi = (~s\'?=1Bi¡.

(iii) 5( C\Bj=0 if »#/
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If we set

00

A„ = Kn— (J B¡,

then we have the space (Xn, p).

Assertion 1. d2(Xn, p) ̂  [n/2].

Proof. Let Cu C[;... ; Cm, C„ be m pairs of closed sets of Xn such that

p(Ct, Cj)>0 for i= 1,..., m. Since their closures C\, €{;... ; Cm, C'm in Kn con-

stitute m disjoint pairs of closed sets of Kn, there exists i such that C, <= cfi and

C'j^C'ij for y'=l,..., m. Then 5(1 n Arn,..., 5im n A"n are closed sets of Xn such

that By n A"n separates C¡ and C¿ fory'= 1,..., w.

m

H 0Bi; n A-n) = Bt n A"n = 0,
y=i

and hence we have d2(Xn, p)^m — l = [n/2].

Assertion 2. d2(Xn, p)^[n/2].

Proof. If G is a nonempty open set of Kn, then dim G = n. Since

dim ((J B{) ̂  n-m < n,       G-({J 5¡) # 0

and hence G n A"n^ 0. Thus A"n is dense in Kn. Assume d2(Xn, p) = t< [n/2]. Take

a defining system Dx, Di;... ; Dt + 1, D't + 1 of Kn such that

(i) each A and A' are open in Kn,

(ii) for any closed sets Ah i=l,.. .,t+l, separating A and D[,

dimifMi) ^ n-(t+l).

Set Ci = Din Xn and C/ = D\ n AV Then it is easy to see that C¡ = Ä and C,' = D\,

since A„ is dense in Kn. Set

e = min {p(Q, C't) : i = 1,..., t+1}.

Take open sets Ï/,, i=l.r+1, of K„ such that

{x : x e Xn, p(x, C,) < e/4} <= Ux n Xn c f7¡ n Xn
(0

<= A"n — {x : x e A"n, p(x, Cl) < e/4}   for each i,

00 nm-ui)nxn)=0.
i=l

It is easy to see that C/¡ - Ut thus chosen separates C¡ = Ä and C[ = Ä' for each i.

Hence

dim5 ^ «-(r+1) ^ «-[«/2]   where   5 = ff (t7,-üD.
i=i
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On the other hand

dim B ^ dim(U A) â n-m = n-[n/2]-l

because B n Xn= 0, which is a contradiction.

Assertion 3. dim Xn^n — 1.

Proof. Since dim B¡^n—m = n — [n/2] — 1 ̂ n —1, we have dim Xn = n — 1 at once

by Theorem 1.

5. Spaces ( Yn, p) with p dim = [n/2] and dim = n — 1.

Lemma 9. (X, p) has p dim (X, p)¿¡n if and only if there exists a sequence of

locally finite closed coverings ^¡, i= 1, 2,..., such that

(i) mesh&\<l/i  for any i,

(ii) ord ^■¿n+l   for any i.

This is verified at once by Lemma 7.

Lemma 10. Let X be a metric space with dim X^n and Bu B2,... a sequence of

closed sets of X with dim B{ = nt, where B1 = X. Let e be an arbitrary positive number..

Then there exists a locally finite closed covering !F={Fa : a e A} which satisfies

the following conditions:

(i) mesh^"<£.

(ii) For any i ord &\Bt £ «¡ +1 •

(iii) For any i, anyj^nt + 2 and any j different indices a(l),..., a(j) of A,

dim H {F«w>nBA £tH-j+\.

This is proved essentially in Nagami [13, Theorem 3.6].

Construction of ( Yn, p). Let (Kn, p) be a Cantor n-manifold, n â 3. Set m = [n/2]

+ 2. By Lemma 10 there exists a locally finite closed covering &\ = {Fa : a e AJ

of Kn such that (i) mesh ^ < 1, (ii) ord ^ún+l, and (iii) dim By ̂  n - m +1 where

Bx={x : ord (x, ^i)äm} which is closed by the local finiteness of &\. Then

ord &i|Kn-Bx<m.

By Lemma 10 again there exists a locally finite closed covering

JÇ = {/•„:« e A2}

of Kn such that (i) mesh ¡F2 < 1/2, (ii) ord J^ ^ n +1, (iii) dim i?2 ̂  n - m +1 where

52 = {x : ord (x, ^2) ^ m}, and (iv) dim HiUi (A<w <"> A)^dim.ß1-./+l for any

j g dim 5i + 2 and any/different indices a(l),..., a(j) of A2. To show that the last

condition (iv) implies Bx n B2= 0, set dim/?! = «!. Take /»! + 2 different indices

a(l),...,a(ni+2) of A2. Then

dimnin (A(Wn A) £ n1-(»1+2)+l = -1.
k = l

Hence we have

Bx n {x : ord (x, J^) ^ «i+2> = 0.
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Since
ni + 2 á (n-m+l) + 2 = n-([n/2] + 2) + 3

= n-[n/2] + l = (2[n/2] + l)-[n/2] + l

= [n/2]+2 = m,

we have A n B2 = 0.

Repeating such procedure we have a sequence of locally finite closed coverings

9\, i—l, 2,..., which satisfy the following conditions:

(i) For each i, mesh 3\< \/i.

(ii) For each /, dim B{ = n — m +1 where 5( is a closed set defined by

B{ = {x : ord (x, &Ù = m).

(iii) 5(, i = l, 2,..., are mutually disjoint.

We set Yn = Kn — (J Bt. Then ( Yn, p) is the desired space.

Assertion 1. dim yn = n-l.

Proof. Since

dim5( = n-m + l = n-[n/2]-l = n-\,

the assertion is true by Theorem 1.

Assertion 2. p. dim ( Yn, p) = [n/2].

Proof. Since ordJ^I Yn<,oïd&i\Kn-Bi^m-\=([n/2]+2)-\ = [n/2] + \, the

assertion is true by Lemma 9.

Assertion 3. dim yn = n — 1 when n is odd.

Proof. Since dim Yn^2p dim (Yn, p) by Theorem 3, we have

dim Yn = 2[n/2] = 2((n-\)/2) = n-\.

Assertion 4. p. dim ( Yn, p) = [n/2].

Proof. Assume the contrary. Then

dim Yn = 2p,dim(Yn, P) í 2([n/2]-l) = n-2,

a contradiction.

Thus ( Yn, p) satisfies (i) dim Yn = n — 1 and (ii) p. dim ( Yn, p) = [n/2]. Furthermore

when n is odd, dim Yn = n -1.

Remark 3. It is to be noted that for Xn and Yn obtained by replacing Kn with

7n, dim A"n = dim Yn=n— 1 for any n, because of the fact that 7" — Xn and 7n— Tn

are dense in 7", and the invariance theorem of domain.

Remark 4. Note that the existence of a sequence of open coverings ^(,

i = l,2,..., with ord ^ á n +1 and lim mesh ^¡=0 does not characterize di-

mension. Thus it is natural to seek an additional condition upon %{ with which the

existence of the sequence does characterize dimension. Dowker-Hurewicz [2],

Nagata [17] and Nagami [14] considered such a condition. This type of charac-

terization theorem is one of the main foundations on which modern dimension

theory has been built up. Vopënka [22] gave a simple condition: "^j+1<(refines)

^, for each /". Recently Nagami-Roberts [16, Theorem 3] refined Vopënka's
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theorem, weakening the mesh condition. But our proof contains an error. The

definition of Va in [16, line 15, p. 157] is not adequate. Let us take this opportunity

to give a correct proof as follows :

Theorem 6. A metric space X has dim X^n if there exists a sequence °ilx>^l2

> ■ ■■ of open coverings ^( of X such that

(i) for each x e X, {St (x, <%?) : i= 1,2,...} is a local base of x,

(ii) ord^n + 1.

Proof. Set

% = {£/(«,) : «( e At},       i =1,2,....

Let ft*1: Ai + 1^ Athe a function such that/j' + 1(at+1) = ai yields £/(ai+1)<= U(a¡).

For each pair » <j let // =// +1 •••fj-i and/' be the identity mapping. Let S? be an

arbitrary finite open covering of X. Set

Xt = U M«i) : St (Ufa), %) refines 9).

Then by the condition (i) {Xu X2,...} is an open covering of X. Set X0= 0. Set

Bt = {a( : U(ai)nXt ¿ 0},

Ci = j«, : o, e Bt, £/(«,) n ( U *y) = 0},

A = /«, : «f e 2?„ f/(a,) n ( JJJ *,) ^0}.

Then B^AK, J91 = C1, 54 = Ci u A and C, n A= 0-

For every / < / and every a¡ e C¡ set

AK> = ( H   (flY\Dk)\rMJlY\«ù-

Then

(Í)fÍ(Dj(cci))^Dk(ai),i<k^j,

(ii) A = U ÍA<«i): «i 6C„ /</}.
For every <x¡ e C( let

Kí«,) = (í/(«t) n *|) u (U {£/(%) n A-y : «y e A(«i), ¿ < /})•

Let us show that

r = {V(ai):aisCi,i= 1,2,...}

is an open covering of X such that "T refines S? and ord ^ = « +1, which will prove

dim X-¿n.

Let x be an arbitrary point of X. Since A^ = 0, there exists i with x e Xt — lj;- <, X¡.

Take a, e 5¡ with x 6 U(a¡). When a, eC„ x £ í/(a¡) nljC V(a¡). When a¡ e A,

there exist j < i and a; e Cy such that a¡ e A(«y)- Then x e [/(a¡) n^c K(a;). Thus

"f" is an open covering of X.
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Let / be an arbitrary positive integer and at an arbitrary index in C¡. Since

0 ^ £/(«,) nl,c F(«t)c [/(a,), there exists ft e ^ such that U(ßt) n i/(a,) n A"f^ 0

and St (U(ßt), %) refines a?. Thus V(*t) refines S? and hence r refines S?.

To prove ord y ^ n +1 assume the contrary. Then there exist a point x and

n+2 indices a1,..., an+2 such that

(i) a*eCmt, 1=1,...,«+2,

(ii) xeF(a<), ¿=l,...,n + 2.

Let k be the smallest integer such that xe Xk — \Jj<kX}. Every mt is less than or

equal to k. For every a' there exist j(i) with j(i) = A: and ß* e Dm(a*) such that

x e U(ß>). Set y*=/W). Then (i) x e C/(y'), (ii) y' e A(<*f) if mt<k and (iii) / = «'

if mt=k. Since y(, /= 1,..., n+2, are all different from one another by our con-

struction, ord (x, Wk) = n + 2, a contradiction. Hence ord "T-¿n + \ and the proof

is finished.

6. Spaces (Zn, <t¡) illustrating the dependence of p. dim and d2 on the metric.

Lemma 11. If(X,p) is a metric space with dim X= n, then there exists an equivalent

metric p to p such that d2(X, p') = n.

Proof. Since dim A"=n, there exists a defining system of n pairs Cx, C[; ■ ■ • ;

Cn, C'n. Let/,.. .,/„ be real-valued mappings of X such that

(i) 0 á/(x) - 1 for any 1 and any xe X,

(ii) /(x)=0 for any i and any x e C¡,

(iii) f(x) = 1 for any i and any x e C[.

Set

9Xx,y) = P(x,y)+ J \f(x)-f(y)\.
i = l

Then p is an equivalent metric to p and />'(C(, C¡) > 0 for each i. Thus we have

d2(X, />') = n and hence d2(X, p')=n.

Construction of Zn, n = 2. Set m = [(n +1)/2] +1. In every (7', pt), i=m, m +1,

..., n +1, we construct ( Yu pt) as in the preceding section. Then p. dim ( Yh pt)

= ['/2]^[(n + l)/2] and dim y¡ = /-l for i=m, ...,n + l. We assume here that

M7') ^1 for i=m,..., n+1. Take a metric p\ equivalent to pt as in Lemma 11 such

that d2(Yh pt) = ¡i— 1. Then p. dim (Y¡, p'i) = d3(Yi, p¡) = i— 1 are automatically true

for /=m,..., n +1. By the construction of p[ in Lemma 11 p[ satisfies p[( Yt) = i+1.

Zn is merely the disjoint sum of Ym, Ym+1,..., Yn+1. The topology of Zn is

defined in such a way that a subset G of Zn is open if and only if G n J^ is open in

Y( for i=m,..., n + 1. Then Zn is a metric space. Define for i—m,..., n + 1 the

metrics at of Zn as follows :

® «i|r,-ftif/iy.
(ii) ert|Ft = />i.

(iii) ct¡(x, j)=n+2 if for any j=m,..., n + 1, x and j are not in the same Y¡.

om,..., <7n+1 are equivalent metrics which give the preassigned topology of Z„.
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Assertion 1. dimZn=«.

Proof, dimZn = max {dim Y¡ : i=m,..., n + l}=n.

Assertion 2. p. dim (Zn, o-¡) = d2(Zn, o¡) = d3(Zn, a¡) = i -1 for i = [(n +1 )/2] +1,

...,«+1.

Proof. If jV i, then p. dim ( Yf, ct¡) = p dim ( Yt, p}) ̂  [(« +1)/2]. Since

P dim (^ ot) = d2(Yh ot) = d3(Yt, ot) = p dim (Yu P\) = i-l ^ [ín+l)/2],

we have

i-1 = d2(Zn, ff() <: d3(Zn, o{) ^ p dim (Zn, o¡)

= max {p dim ( Ym, Pm), ...,/* dim (Yt-i, />,_x), /t dim ( F,, p¡),

ftdim(r,+i, ft+i). •••»/* dim (r»+1,pÄ+1)} = /-l.

Thus the assertion is proved.

7. A space (R, p) with d2=2, p dim = 3, dim=4.

First let us construct a space (S, o) with d2(S, o) = 2 and /¿ dim (S, <r) = dim S=3.

Construction of (S, a). (5, a) will be a subset of

(74 = {(*!,..., x4) : 0 = x; ^ 1, / = 1,..., 4}, o),

where o is Euclidean metric on I*. Let Cfy, Cy, /'= 1, 2,... ,y'= 1, 2, 3, be disjoint

pairs of closed sets of 74 such that for any three disjoint pairs of closed sets

Cu Ci, C2, C2, C3, C3, there exists » with Cy<=C,y and C;<=C,'y for j=l, 2, 3. Let

it be a prime number with 5 ¿ n. Consider an open covering S>(n) of the unit

interval [0,1] consisting of overlapping intervals [0, 2/7r), ((tt—2)/V, 1] and

((2k-l)/n, (2k+2)/n), k = l,..., (tt-3)/2. Define an open covering S(rr) of/4 as

follows :

S(n) = {A x A x A x A : A, • • ■, A e ̂ ("0}
= {£» : A e AOr)}.

Let 7r¡y, /'=1,2,.. .,_/= 1, 2, 3, be prime numbers which are different from each

other and satisfy the following conditions.:

(i) 5 ̂  7T(y for every » and /

(ii) max {mesh ^(tt{¡) :j=l,2, 3}<min {a(C,y, C,'y) :j=\, 2, 3} for every »'.

Let Uu be the sum of all elements of S(ttí¡) which meet Cty. Set Btj= Utj— Utj

and j8,=n?-i Ay- Then Bu separates Ci; and Cl,-. Set

5 = /4-UA-

Then (S, o) satisfies the required equalities.

Assertion 1. BK n Bk= 0 if ¡V A.

Proof. Set

A = {«My : a = 1.ni}—1}.

ThenLy r\ Lkl^ 0 if and only if /=A andy=/. If x = (Xi,..., x4) is a point of jBfy,

then for some r, xt eLty. Hence Btn Bk= 0 if íí¿A.
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Assertion 2. 5, does not meet the 2-dimensional edge of 7*. B¡ meets the surface

of 74 at only a finite number of points. 5, is the sum of a finite number of segments.

This is evident from the above observation.

Assertion 3. Bt is the disjoint sum of a finite number of simple closed curves

and a finite number of simple arcs.

Proof. If three different lines lu l2, k lying in B{ have a common point, then they

lie in some hyperplane 77 : x, = constant. Since 77 is 3-dimensional, it is now easy

to see that H r\ B{ cannot contain lu l2, l3 at the same time because (i) &(■*„){H,

= 1, 2, 3, are collections of bordered blicks and (ii) wy,,/=l, 2, 3, are different

from each other.

Assertion 4. d2(S, <r) = 2 and dim 5=3.

The first equality was proved in §4. As for the second equality see Remark 3.

Assertion 5. p dim (S, a) = 3.

Proof. To show p dim (S, a) > 2, assume that p dim (S, a) = 2. Then there exists

a finite closed (in S) covering &={F} of S which satisfies the following conditions :

(i) {G(F) = interior of F with respect to S : FeF} covers 5.

(ii) meshJr<l.

(iii) ord ̂  = 3.

The proof for the existence of such !F is left to the reader. Cf. Lemma 7 and

also use the total boundedness of (S, a). Set

&\ = {F : Fe^,Fc\{x : xx = 0} # 0},

Mi = boundary in 7* of U {F : Fe&]}.

Let Fbe an arbitrary element of ¡Fx. Let G' be an open set of 74 with G' n S= G(F).

Since dim IJ Ä,= l, S is dense in I*. Hence G'-F^ 0 yields (G'-F)n S¿ 0,

a contradiction. Thus G'^F, which implies G(F) n Mx= 0. Take an arbitrary

point x from Mx n S. Since x £ G(F) for any F in ¡Fi, there exists an element

F^etF—lFi such that x e G(F0) by the condition (i) imposed upon !F. Hence

ord &i\Mi n 5 ^ ord.F-1 < 2.

Set

^ = {F : Fe ^, F n {x : x2 = 0} # 0},

M2 = boundary in Mi of IJ {F n Afx : Fe F2).

Take an arbitrary point x' from A/2 n S. Let y1, y2,... be a sequence of points of

Mi-\J {Fn Mi : Fe F2} with limy*-x'. Since J^ is finite and Wx = {F : Fe ^}

covers 717^ we assume here without loss of generality that the sequence {^'} is

contained in one Fx with Fj e^-^. For any í let z' be a point of Fx with

a(j', z') < a(y\ x'). Since lim zi—x\ x' e Fx. Therefore

ord &2\M2 n 5 = ord&i\Mx n S-1 = 1.

Set

^ = {F:Fe^,Fn{x:x3 = 0}# 0},

A73 = boundary in M2 of\J{FnM2: Fe J^}.
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Since ord ^¡|M2 n 5'=ord ^2\M2 n Su 1,

M3c\S = 0.

Set

T = {x : x e M2, ord (x, W2) = 2}.

Then T is a closed set of 74 such that

M3 c 7- e Af2 n (U £,).

Let A'i and A^ be mutually separated relatively open sets of M2 such that

M2-M3 = K,UK2,

Kx => M2 n {x : x3 = 0},

K2 => Af2 n {x : x3 = 1}.

Let P, P', Q or g' be the union of all components of T which meet {x : x3=0},

{x : x3 = 1}, {x : x4=0} or {x : x4= 1}, respectively. Then these four sets are closed.

Let us show for instance P is closed. Let x° be an arbitrary point of the closure

of P and Ci, C2,... a sequence of components of T such that

(i) each C¡ intersects {x : x3=0},

(ii) each C¡ contains a point z1 with lim z' = x°.

Since x°eliminfC¡,  lim sup C, is connected  by  [6,  Theorem 2-101].  Since

lim sup C¡ intersects {x : x3 = 0} and lim sup C¡ <= T, lim sup C^P.  Especially

x° £ P and hence P is closed.

By Assertions 2 and 3 Pkj P' and g n <2' are disjoint closed sets of T such that

there is no continuum in T between them. Hence by Lemma 2 there exists a subset

V of T such that

(i) V is open and closed in T,

(ii) ßnß'cF,

(iii) Vn(PuP')=0.

Since ß n g' n {x : x3 = 0, 1}= 0, there exists a subset IT of M2 such that

(i) W is open in M2,

(ii) ffn)"=K,

(iii) Wn{x : x3=0, 1}= 0.

Then

(W-W)r\T= 0,

Qr\Q' <= W,

Wn(PuP'u{x:x3 = 0,1}) = 0.

Set

M = (M3-W)\J(W-W),

G1 = Kl-W,

G2 = (K2kj W)-(W-W).
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Then

M2-M = d U G2,

GinG2= 0,

Gi = M2 n {x : x3 = 0},

G2 = A72 n {x : x3 = 1}.

Since Gi and G2 are open in M2, M separates A72n{x:x3=0} and M2

n {x : x3 = l} in M2.

Let us show that no component of M meets both {x : x4 = 0} and {x : x4 = 1}.

Take an arbitrary element F from SF2. Set

U(F) = A72- U {F' : F' e ¿F2, F' # F}.

Then {U(F) : Fe^2} is a disjoint collection of open sets of M2. Since

M2-T={J{U(F):Fe¿?2}

and (W— W) n F= 0, ÏF— IF is the sum of the disjoint collection :

jf = {(W-W)n U(F) = 77(F) : Fe JF2}.

Since

77(F) = (W- W)-\J {U(F') :F' *F, F'eF2),

77(F) is closed and hence Jf is a disjoint collection of closed sets. Since

meshJsf = mesh J^ < 1,

no 77(F) meets both {x : x4=0} and {x : x4 = 1}. Now M is the sum of the disjoint

closed sets :

MnBt,   i= l,2,...,H(F)eJf.

By our construction no M n 7¿¡ meets both {x : x4 = 0} and {x : x4 = l} since

Qr\ Q' n M= 0. Therefore no component of A/ meets both {x : x4 = 0} and

{x : x4= 1} by Lemma 3.

Consider the closed set:

X = {x : x4 = 0, 1} u M.

Let Xx be the sum of {x : x4 = 0} and all components of M which meet {x : x4 = 0}.

Let A"2 be the sum of {x : x4 = 1} and all components of M which meet {x : x4 = 1}.

Then Xx and A'2 are closed by the same argument as in the proof for the closedness

of P. With the aid of Lemma 2 we can find a closed set ,/V of A72 which separates

{x : x4=0} and {x : x4 = l} such that N n M= 0. Thus two pairs of opposite

sides of A72 are not defining, which shows in turn three pairs of opposite sides of

Mi are not defining as can easily be seen. At last four pairs of opposite faces of 74

are not defining, a contradiction. Hence 2 < p dim (S, a). Since

P dim (S, a) ^ dim S = 3,       p dim (S, a) = 3.
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Assertion 6. d3(S, o) = 3.

Proof. Since o is totally bounded, d3(S, o)=p. dim (S, a) = 3 by Theorem 5.

Construction of (R, p). Take the space (Z4, cr3) constructed in the preceding

section. Then dim Z4 = 4 and d2(Z^, o3) = d3(Zt, o3) = p dim (Z4, cr3) = 2. R is the

disjoint union of Z4 and 5just constructed. The metric p on R is defined as follows:

p\Zi = o3,

p\S = o,

p(x, y) = max {<x3(Z4), o(S)} ( = 6) if {x, y} is contained in neither Z4 nor 5.

Then it is evident that d2(R, p) = 2, d3(R, p) = p dim (R, p) = 3 and dim R = 4.

8. Problems.

Problem 1. Is it true that dim X=2d2(X, p) for all (separable) metric spaces

(Xp)1
Problem 2. Let (X, p) be a metric space with d2(X, p) < dim X and A an arbitrary

integer with

d2(X, p) = k ^ dim X.

Can A" allow an equivalent metric o with d2(X, o)=kl

Remark 5. Recently Roberts and his student Slaughter solved a problem

analogous to Problem 2 for the case when d2 is replaced by p dim. (Added in proof.

This paper has been accepted for publication in Fundamenta Mathematicae.)

Problem 3. Find a necessary and sufficient condition on X with which d2(X, p)

(or p dim (X, p)) = dim X for any metric p agreeing with the preassigned topology

of X.

Remark 6. It is reported by Alexandroff [1] that K. Sitnikov got a sufficient

condition: If X is a subset of the «-dimensional Euclidean space (Rn, p) such that

dim X= dim X, then p dim (X, p) = dim X.

Problem 4. Is there a space (X, p) with d3(X, o)<p. dim (X, p) ?.
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